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Designing polymeric membranes with coordination
chemistry for high-precision ion separations
Ryan M. DuChanois1,2, Mohammad Heiranian1, Jason Yang1, Cassandra J. Porter1, Qilin Li2,3,4,5,
Xuan Zhang6, Rafael Verduzco2,5, Menachem Elimelech1,2*
State-of-the-art polymeric membranes are unable to perform the high-precision ion separations needed for technologies essential to a circular economy and clean energy future. Coordinative interactions are a mechanism to
increase sorption of a target species into a membrane, but the effects of these interactions on membrane permeability and selectivity are poorly understood. We use a multilayered polymer membrane to assess how ion-membrane
binding energies affect membrane permeability of similarly sized cations: Cu2+, Ni2+, Zn2+, Co2+, and Mg2+. We
report that metals with higher binding energy to iminodiacetate groups of the polymer more selectively permeate
through the membrane in multisalt solutions than single-salt solutions. In contrast, weaker binding species are
precluded from diffusing into the polymer membrane, which leads to passage proportional to binding energy
and independent of membrane thickness. Our findings demonstrate that selectivity of polymeric membranes can
markedly increase by tailoring ion-membrane binding energy and minimizing membrane thickness.
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Polymeric membranes are the most prominent separation technology in desalination, galvanic cells, and electrolytic cells (10), but
they are unable to effectively separate a single ionic species from a
complex aqueous mixture. Polymeric materials are limited by the
heterogeneity and dynamic behavior of free volume elements, which
precludes ion sieving and establishes the so-called permeability-
selectivity trade-off (11–13). The prospect of bypassing the permeability-
selectivity trade-off has led to extensive research in molecular
sieving materials, such as carbon nanotubes and two-dimensional
materials, as ion-selective membranes (10, 14). Comparatively, much
less attention has been given to tuning the coordinative interactions
between a species of interest and membrane matrix—one key feature
that purportedly imparts biological membranes with their remarkable selectivity (15, 16).
The structure and mechanisms of biological channels suggest that
tailoring interactions between a desired species and channel may
lend greater selectivity, but few studies have investigated this selectivity mechanism in polymeric membranes. Some of these studies
suggest that counterions that strongly bind to the charged functional
groups of the polymer have lower permeability (16–19), which has
led to development of adsorptive membranes requiring chemically
induced regeneration to recover target species (20). Other reports claim that coordinative interactions promote higher permeability, or continuous removal without regeneration, of the
stronger binding species (21–23). These inconsistencies may stem
from a trade-off that exists between partitioning and diffusion; that
is, more partitioning of a into a membrane is often accompanied
by lower diffusivity of that species within the membrane (16, 24).
Mechanistic insights are needed to resolve how ion permeability and
selectivity are affected by interactions with fixed, high-affinity binding
sites. Such knowledge may uncover guidelines for designing membranes that couple high permeability and selectivity for continuous
removal of high-value resources from water.
Here, we demonstrate how cation permeability and selectivity
are affected by coordinative interactions with a polymer membrane.
Our analysis focuses on transport of similar metal cations through
polyelectrolyte multilayer membranes with iminodiacetate (IDA)
functional groups, owing to their strong coordinative interactions
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Highly selective separations of specific ionic species are needed to
accomplish resource recovery and contaminant removal in water
purification processes (1, 2). Unconventional water sources, such as
seawater and industrial wastewater, often contain high-value resources or hazardous contaminants that are discarded in complex
waste streams (3). Reclamation of these species from water could
augment mineral supplies in high demand for clean energy technologies (e.g., lithium, uranium, and copper) and isolate toxic species
from waste streams before disposal or additional treatment (e.g.,
nitrate and boron) (4, 5). A continuous process that extracts target
ionic species from water would be groundbreaking for the water
purification sector by further promoting a circular economy, protecting the environment, and producing safer water.
Biological ion channels provide key insights into the chemical
and structural design features needed for a continuous membrane
process that separates similar ions. In the K+ channel, for instance,
a narrow, 12-Å-long selectivity filter forces ions to remove their solvation shell, which is associated with an ion-specific energy penalty
(6). For K+, this energy penalty is offset by specific and reversible
(coordinative) interactions from binding sites along the selectivity
filter (6, 7). For Na+, coordinative interactions with the binding site
are less energetically favorable. Smaller ions like Na+ have larger
energy penalties for dehydration, and ligands within the channel
are less capable of stabilizing these species (8, 9). Such mechanisms
yield a K+/Na+ selectivity up to 104 (9), which is markedly higher
than current synthetic membranes.
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(21, 25, 26). Results demonstrate that metal ions with higher binding
energy to IDA groups more selectively pass through the membrane
in multisalt solutions than in single-salt solutions, whereas the
permeability of weaker binding species is markedly reduced because
they are less likely to bind with IDA moieties. High selectivities are
attained with ultrathin membranes, especially compared to polymer
layers approaching the thickness of ion-exchange membranes, because the flux of the stronger binding species is thickness dependent
and the permeability of the weaker binding species is thickness
independent. Our findings show that with appropriate membrane
design, including tailoring interactions between species of interest
and an ultrathin selective layer, high precision and continuous ion-
separation processes may be possible with polymeric membranes.
RESULTS
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Fig. 1. Transport of similar divalent cations through polyelectrolyte multilayer membranes with iminodiacetate groups. (A) Hydration enthalpies (top) and ionic
radii (bottom) of the selected divalent cations with similar sizes but varying binding constants to IDA, logK (28–30). (B) Binding energy of divalent cations to monomeric
dicarboxymethyl allylamine, which contains IDA, as determined by DFT calculations. (C) Cation binding capacity of (PDCMAA/PAH)7.5 membranes per unit area of polymer.
Films were fabricated on silicon wafers; immersed in 1 mM CuCl2, NiCl2, ZnCl2, CoCl2, or MgCl2 (pH 3.6); and then eluted with 20 mM EDTA (pH 7). Yellow bars show the
binding capacity to the polymer film, and gray bars show the binding capacity attributed to the silicon wafer (control). ND, no detection. (D) Schematic of the custom-built
apparatus used for evaluating salt transport across (PDCMAA/PAH)n films on anodic AAO substrates. A 1.77-cm2 membrane was mounted between feed and receiving
chambers, which were temperature-controlled via a water jacket. Volume of the feed chamber was monitored by a calibrated syringe to determine water flux. (E) Cation
flux through (PDCMAA/PAH)3.5 membranes with single-salt feed compositions, Jc,s. Feed solutions contained 0.01 M (top) or 0.1 M (bottom) CuCl2, NiCl2, ZnCl2, CoCl2, or
MgCl2 (pH 3.6). (F) Single-salt selectivity between Cu2+ and other divalent cations with (PDCMAA/PAH)3.5 membranes. Single-salt selectivity, Ss, was calculated using Eq. 5
with ion fluxes from 0.1 M experiments in (E). Experiments were conducted with deionized (DI) water as the receiving solution and temperature of 25° ± 0.1°C. All error
bars represent one SD of three independent samples.
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Ion transport with high binding energy
We prepared polyelectrolyte multilayer membranes with IDA groups
to evaluate permeability and selectivity of divalent cations, which
have strong interactions with the membrane. Membranes were
fabricated with poly[(N,N-dicarboxymethyl)allylamine] (PDCMAA),
which contains IDA groups, and poly(allylamine hydrochloride)
(PAH), which contains primary amino groups. PDCMAA was
synthesized via carboxymethylation of PAH, as reported previously
(25, 27), and both polymer structures were verified using proton

nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (fig. S1). Subsequently,
we followed established procedures to produce (PDCMAA/PAH)n
films of n bilayers (n = 2.5 to 11.5) on anodic aluminum oxide
(AAO) substrates of 20- to 30-nm pores by alternating the deposition of partially anionic PDCMAA and cationic PAH (table S1 and
fig. S2) (21, 25). The surface modification of the AAO supports was
confirmed via attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy, and Cu2+ binding to the membrane was observed with
scanning electron microscopy equipped with energy-dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy (figs. S3 and S4).
Before experiments, we selected five divalent cations with extremely similar ionic radii and hydration enthalpies but disparate
binding constants to IDA (logK) (Fig. 1A and table S2) (28–30).
Similar divalent cations were tested to minimize differences in ionic
size and charge, thereby isolating the relationship between chemical
affinity and permeability to the degree possible. We then performed
density functional theory (DFT) calculations to determine the binding structure and energy of these selected divalent metals to IDA
groups, which were modeled as one monomer of dicarboxymethyl
allylamine. Two coordination structures minimize binding energies
of divalent species to IDA: one metal bound per IDA group and one
metal bound per carboxylate group. The larger binding energies of
the former structure suggest that one metal per IDA group is the
predominant binding arrangement (Fig. 1B, figs. S5 and S6, and
section S2.1). With this arrangement, Mg2+ has the lowest binding
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Binding energy differences govern transport
Diffusion experiments were performed with (PDCMAA/PAH)3.5
membranes in multicomponent feed solutions containing equimolar
concentrations of the strongest binding species (Cu2+) and one
weaker binding species (Ni2+, Zn2+, Co2+, or Mg2+). Like single-salt
experiments, water fluxes verify osmotic pressures and concentration
differences were about equal in multisalt experiments (Jw ≈ 3.91 ±
0.34 L m−2 hour−1) (fig. S11). Multisalt fluxes (Jc,m) were approximately constant for Cu2+ at (17.8 ± 1.06) × 10−9 mol cm−2 min−1,
which was greater than fluxes of all weaker binding species, except
Zn2+ (Fig. 2A). The multisalt selectivities for Cu2+ (Sm) ranged from
0.84 ± 0.13 for Cu2+/Zn2+ to 52.1 ± 34.1 for Cu2+/Mg2+ (Fig. 2B). We
emphasize that these high selectivities between such similar ions
(specifically Cu2+/Mg2+, Cu2+/Co2+, and Cu2+/Ni2+) are uncharacteristic of polymeric membranes. Notably, the hydrated radii of these
species differ by only 0.09 Å (Cu2+/Mg2+), 0.04 Å (Cu2+/Co2+), and
0.15 Å (Cu2+/Ni2+) (29). Only molecular recognition through coordination chemistry, which occurs via a facilitated transport mechanism,
can explain such precise separations (fig. S12 and section S2.4) (21).
The high selectivities originate from reduced fluxes of weaker
binding species in the presence of a stronger binding species (Cu2+).
To determine this, we normalized the cation fluxes in multisalt
solutions to those observed in single-salt solutions (i.e., Jc,m/Jc,s),
where feed compartments contained equal concentrations of the
weaker binding cation (0.1 M) with or without 0.1 M CuCl2. We
observed an increase in Cu2+ fluxes in multisalt experiments by
184 ± 68.9% (Fig. 2C), which is attributable to the larger Cl −
concentration when multiple salts are present. More specifically, a
greater Cl− flux established a membrane potential that accelerated
Cu2+ (and other cations) to maintain charge neutrality (34, 35).
Conversely, the normalized cation flux for a weaker binding species
decreased roughly in proportion to its difference in IDA binding
energy or binding constant with Cu2+ (Fig. 2C and fig. S13). The
permeability of weaker binding species diminished in multisalt
solutions because of lower binding energy, or lower probability of
binding, with IDA moieties compared to Cu2+. Reduced flux of
weaker binding species persisted even without CuCl2 in the feed
solution, as long as IDA sites within the membrane were preloaded
with Cu2+ (fig. S14) (21).
This competitive binding mechanism may appear to suggest that
weaker binding species always had lower fluxes than stronger binding
Cu2+, although this was not the case. Rather, it suggests that passage
of weaker binding species decreased in the multisalt solution compared to the single-salt solution. For example, the flux of Zn2+ was
significantly higher than Cu2+ in single-salt experiments (Fig. 1E).
When the passage of Zn2+ decreased in the multisalt solution owing
to its lower binding energy than Cu2+ (Fig. 2C), the flux reduction
was not large enough to favor Cu2+ passage over Zn2+. We also note
that flux reductions of weaker binding species, like Zn2+, would
likely be larger without the additional driving force from Cl− transport imposed by the experimental design.
Competition for IDA sites considerably reduced the permeability
of the weaker binding species, which, in turn, produced higher
selectivity for a stronger binding species in multisalt solutions than
single-salt solutions. From normalizing the multisalt selectivity to
the single-salt selectivity (i.e., Sm/Ss), we can estimate the improvement in cation selectivity that is attributable to competitive binding
to IDA (Fig. 2D and fig. S13). Weak interactions with amino groups
of PAH, if present, could promote a similar selectivity trend (figs. S15
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energy (−34.9 kcal mol−1) and Cu2+ has the highest binding energy
(−130 kcal mol−1) of the cations selected (Fig. 1B). The binding
energies for this structure are in agreement with the Irving-Williams
order and experimental binding constants from literature (28, 31).
We subsequently investigated how these theoretical binding
energies (Cu2+ > Ni2+ > Zn2+ > Co2+ > Mg2+) affect metal binding to
the polymer membrane. We bound and eluted metal ions from the
multilayer film, upon which metal uptake was quantified using
inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS). The areal
and volumetric binding capacity of the polyelectrolyte multilayer
membranes for divalent cations corresponds relatively well with the
theoretical binding energies derived from DFT (Fig. 1C and fig. S7).
Polymer films comprising (PDCMAA/PAH)7.5 have the highest areal
binding capacity for Cu2+, whereas Mg2+ was not detected because
its interactions were weak or easily reversed after rinsing with water.
The relationship between the binding energy and metal uptake of
the membrane provides evidence that ion-membrane interactions
affect the binding selectivity of the polymer films.
Polyelectrolyte multilayer membranes were then tested in a diffusion cell with mixing and a temperature-controlled water jacket
(Fig. 1D and fig. S8). Experiments were performed with (PDCMAA/
PAH)3.5 membranes, which comprise three bilayers of PDCMAA/
PAH and a PDCMAA terminating layer (seven total polymer layers).
We first investigated whether IDA groups within the membrane,
not amino groups of PAH, were the principal binding sites for
transport of divalent cations. Increasing solution pH could allow
Cu2+ to readily compete with protons for the lone pair of –NH2
(pKa ≈ 9.3, where Ka is the acid dissociation constant), which would
provide more binding sites for transport and increase Cu2+ flux
(28, 32). Instead, increasing the feed and receiving compartment
pH from 2.5 to 3.6 slightly reduced Cu2+ flux (fig. S9). The lower
Cu2+ flux at pH 3.6 could be explained by altered binding strength
to IDA groups, which could have counterbalanced or concealed
effects of –NH2 binding on flux. Therefore, these data do not eliminate do not eliminate the possibility of –NH2 binding but also do
not provide evidence of its occurrence. To more conclusively rule
out –NH2 binding, we performed DFT calculations and found that
the binding energy to –NH2 is more than 70 kcal mol−1 higher for
H+ than for the selected divalent cations (fig. S10), which reinforces
that (PDCMAA/PAH)n membranes facilitate transport of divalent
cations via IDA sites (section S2.2).
Diffusive fluxes were measured with single-salt feed solutions of
the selected divalent cations to probe whether strong ion-IDA binding significantly hinders cation transport (Fig. 1E). Reverse water
fluxes were reasonably similar across experiments (Jw ≈ 2.54 ±
0.33 L m−2 hour−1), indicating similar osmotic pressures and concentration differences (i.e., driving force) for salt permeability
(fig. S11). Nevertheless, we did not observe a correlation between
the binding energy and single-salt cation flux, Jc,s. The strongest
binding species Cu2+ exhibited a 11.2 ± 0.86% higher flux than a
weaker binding species Co2+ (29). More flux variability was observed
between other species, leading to single-salt selectivities (Ss) for Cu2+
over weaker binding species (Ni2+, Zn2+, Co2+, or Mg2+) ranging
from approximately 0.1 to 9 (Fig. 1F). These moderate selectivities
do not strongly correlate with any single cation property (e.g., ion
size or diffusivity) but may stem from collective differences between
species (table S2) (29, 30, 33). In the following section, we further
investigate binding effects on cation permeability by analytically
controlling for these property differences in multisalt experiments.
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and S16), but evidence suggests that binding does not occur between cations and amino groups of PAH (see the previous section).
In summary, our findings highlight that increasing the ion-membrane
binding energy of a target ion relative to an interfering species substantially enhances the selectivity for the target ion by excluding
weaker binding species. These results have meaningful implications
for the design of ion-selective membranes.
Selectivity is dependent upon membrane thickness
The mechanisms by which coordinative interactions influence transport indicate that tailoring ion-membrane binding energies is a
promising method for increasing ion selectivity. These results, however, were collected for polymer films with dry thicknesses (d)
of 35.1 ± 3.51 nm, which may not translate to other ion-selective
membranes that are considerably thicker, such as ion-exchange
membranes. Understanding how competition for ion-exchange
sites affects performance in thicker membranes may uncover
previously unidentified mechanistic insights about ion transport that
can guide ion-selective membrane design.
We prepared (PDCMAA/PAH)n films of varying thicknesses by
increasing the number of polymer bilayers (n = 2.5 to 11.5) applied
to structural support layers. To measure the film depth, we used a
step-height method in profilometry with polymer films fabricated
on atomically smooth silicon wafers (36). Measured step heights on
silicon wafers are estimates of film thicknesses on AAO substrates,
given the differences in substrate surface chemistry and physical
structure. For (PDCMAA/PAH)3.5 films, the film thickness on a
silicon wafer (35.1 ± 3.51 nm) agrees reasonably well with the measured thickness on an AAO substrate (47.0 ± 6.25 nm), where the
latter was obtained from a scanning electron microscopy image
(fig. S17). The step heights of the dry films, which ranged from
13.8 ± 3.07 nm (n = 2.5) to 930 ± 140 nm (n = 11.5) (Fig. 3A), grew
DuChanois et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabm9436 (2022)
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with the number of applied bilayers (fig. S18). The fabricated films
are thinner than typical ion-exchange membranes (d > 20 m) but
are nonetheless adequate for studying membrane structure–property–
performance relationships (37).
Selectivity of nonporous polymeric membranes is typically considered to be independent of membrane thickness, as fluxes of all
species scale nearly proportionately with reducing thickness (34, 38).
This behavior follows the solution-diffusion model, which states
that Jc = PcCm/, where Jc is the measured cation flux, Pc is the
thickness-independent cation permeability, Cm is the solute concentration difference across the membrane, and  is the effective
film thickness (39). To test the relationship between film thickness and
selectivity, we performed experiments with feed solutions of 0.1 M
CuCl2 or CoCl2 and a sucrose receiving solution of equal osmolarity.
A sucrose receiving solution eliminated reverse water flux and
concentration polarization to allow direct comparison of cation permeabilities for membranes of varying thicknesses.
In single-salt diffusion experiments, the Cu2+ and Co2+ fluxes for
(PDCMAA/PAH)3.5 films increased by 60 ± 6% and 24 ± 5%, respectively, by eliminating water transport with a sucrose receiving
solution. We confirmed single-salt Cu2+ and Co2+ fluxes to be inversely proportional to dry thickness of (PDCMAA/PAH)n films,
although this relationship appears to subside for the thickest films
(Fig. 3B). After normalizing cation fluxes by film thickness, we
observed an increase in Cu2+ and Co2+ permeability with growing
thickness, whereas the phenomenological solution-diffusion model
considers permeability to be independent of thickness (Fig. 3C).
This deviation could arise from changes in intrinsic film properties,
limitations of the methods for estimating thickness, or imperfect
assumptions in the model (e.g., Pc is a material constant) (39).
Analysis of the effect of membrane thickness on ion transport
requires that intrinsic film properties be well preserved with
4 of 9
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Fig. 2. Selectivity between similar divalent cations via tailored ion-membrane interactions. (A) Cation flux with multisalt feed compositions, Jc,m. Feed solutions
contained 0.1 M CuCl2 and 0.1 M of one of the following salts: NiCl2, ZnCl2, CoCl2, or MgCl2 (pH 3.6). (B) Cu2+ selectivity over similar cations (Ni2+, Zn2+, Co2+, or Mg2+) in
multisalt feed solutions, Sm. Results were calculated using Eq. 5 from fluxes reported in (A). (C) Relationship between ion binding energy to IDA and normalized ion flux.
The two species at each x coordinate represent the two cations present in the multisalt feed solution. The IDA binding energy difference was calculated as the binding
energy of the strong binding species (Cu2+) minus the binding energy of the weaker binding species (Ni2+, Zn2+, Co2+, or Mg2+) in the multisalt feed solution. Normalized
ion flux was defined as Jc,m/Jc,s, which was calculated from data in (A) and single-salt flux, Jc,s, in Fig. 1E (0.1 M). (D) Relationship between ion binding energy to IDA and
normalized Cu2+ selectivity. Normalized Cu2+ selectivity was defined as Sm/Ss, which was calculated from data in (B) and single-salt selectivity, Ss, reported in Fig. 1F
(0.1 M). All experiments were conducted with (PDCMAA/PAH)3.5 membranes, DI water as the receiving solution, and temperature of 25° ± 0.1°C. All error bars represent
one SD of three independent samples.
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additional film growth. Polymer films fabricated by sequential layer-
by-layer assembly were expected to maintain reasonably similar
properties for thicker films, as they have been used previously under
this premise (40). We investigated whether intrinsic film properties
remained constant by comparing the slopes of Cu2+ and Co2+ permeabilities with varying film thicknesses (Fig. 3C). We found that
the permeability of Cu2+ increased slightly more than Co2+ with increasing number of polymer bilayers. The ratios of Cu2+ and Co2+
permeabilities, or single-salt selectivity, as a function of film thickness
provide additional insight into intrinsic film properties (fig. S19).
Thicker (PDCMAA/PAH)n films became slightly more selective for
Cu2+, with Cu2+/Co2+ permeability ratios ranging from 1.22 ± 0.42
(n = 2.5) to 2.67 ± 0.77 (n = 7.5). Results indicate that physical and
chemical properties of the film (e.g., pore structure or functional
group density) slightly change with increasing thickness to become
more selective toward Cu2+. In comparison to reported multisalt
selectivities (Fig. 2B), these changes in film properties are small, but
nonetheless present error when comparing transport properties of
membranes with different thickness.
With this limitation in mind, we performed diffusion experiments
with a mixture of 0.1 M CuCl2 and 0.1 M CoCl2 in the feed compartment (Fig. 3D). Like single-salt experiments, the Cu2+ flux increased
at smaller film thicknesses. Flux of the weaker binding species Co2+,
on the other hand, showed no statistically significant difference for
(PDCMAA/PAH)n films between 35.1 ± 3.51 nm (n = 3.5) and
930 ± 140 nm (n = 11.5) in thickness [one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA), P = 0.49]. Flux trends broke down as the (PDCMAA/
PAH)n film thickness reduced below the pore sizes of the AAO support (20 to 30 nm) at n = 2.5 (13.8 ± 3.07 nm), as shown in the gray
region of Fig. 3D. Previous reports have established that flux does
DuChanois et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabm9436 (2022)
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not increase when polymer-selective layers become extremely thin,
if the solute diffusion length increases (41, 42). This behavior can
occur when solutes must laterally diffuse through an ultrathin polymer film to reach pores of the support layer (41, 42). Lateral diffusion could explain the anomalous multisalt fluxes for (PDCMAA/
PAH)2.5 films, although it is unclear why this behavior is not present
in single-salt experiments (Fig. 3B).
Incorporating coordination chemistry into a polymeric membrane
created a thickness-independent Co2+ flux, which, in turn, yielded a
Cu2+/Co2+ selectivity strongly contingent on film thickness (R2 > 0.99)
(Fig. 3E). The highest selectivities were attained for thinner membranes, including n = 2.5 (Sm = 23.6 ± 3.84), which is primarily
attributed to lower resistance to Cu2+ flux. From the strong thickness-
selectivity relationship, we project theoretical selectivity values for
subnanometer films and 20-m films, where the former is similar to
the K+ channel (1.2 nm) and the latter is representative of a thin
ion-exchange membrane. Notably, the slope of the line suggests
that Cu2+/Co2+ selectivities exceeding 30 are possible for subnanometer films. In contrast, Cu2+/Co2+ selectivities less than 5 are expected for thicknesses typical of ion-exchange membranes.
These projections suggest that significantly higher selectivities
are possible with thin layers of binding sites, although they ignore possible constraints in creating a subnanometer film via polyelectrolyte layer-by-layer assembly. Projections also assume that
intrinsic membrane properties remained similar for all films.
Evidence suggests, however, that film properties changed to produce higher single-salt selectivity for Cu2+ with increasing film
thickness (Fig. 3C and fig. S19). Critically, this behavior indicates
that multisalt selectivity at larger film thicknesses may be overestimated. Therefore, we expect that removing film nonuniformities
5 of 9
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Fig. 3. Projected selectivity of subnanometer films and ion-exchange membranes. (A) Cross-sectional profiles from profilometry used to determine dry (PDCMAA/PAH)n
membrane thickness (n = 2.5 to 11.5). Films were fabricated on silicon wafers, dried in vacuum, and scratched with a needle before step-height analysis. (B) Cation flux
with single-salt feed compositions. Feed solutions contained 0.1 M CuCl2 or CoCl2 (pH 3.6) and receiving solutions contained 0.251 M sucrose in (B) and (C). (C) Cation
permeability through (PDCMAA/PAH)n films with single-salt feed compositions. (D) Cation flux with multisalt feed compositions. With decreasing film thickness, Cu2+ flux
increased and Co2+ flux remained relatively constant, except for (PDCMAA/PAH)2.5 films (gray region). Feed solutions contained 0.1 M CuCl2 and 0.1 M CoCl2 (pH 3.6) and
receiving solutions contained 0.495 M sucrose, respectively, in (D) and (E). (E) Cu2+/Co2+ selectivity, Sm, with multisalt feed solutions as a function of film thickness. Linear
extrapolation suggests Sm > 30 for subnanometer films (green region) and Sm < 5 for film thicknesses typical for ion-exchange membranes (red region). Results were
calculated using Eq. 5 from fluxes reported in (D). All experiments were conducted with (PDCMAA/PAH)n membranes at a temperature of 25° ± 0.1°C. All error bars represent
one SD of three independent samples.
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would impose a steeper, not gentler, slope in the thickness-selectivity
relationship.
The thickness-dependent membrane performance can be directly
attributed to effects from competitive binding to IDA groups. Cation
transport through the film is governed by a rate-limiting step, which
for polymeric membranes is typically considered diffusion within the
membrane (fig. S20) (39). A diffusion-limited process is dependent
upon membrane thickness (34, 39), bearing resemblance to the flux
behavior of Cu2+ in Fig. 3D. Alternative rate-determining steps are
cations diffusing from the bulk solution into the membrane or cations
reacting with IDA groups, which are interfacial processes independent
of membrane thickness (34, 43). Therefore, data support that the
rate-limiting step for Co2+ transport in single-salt solutions is diffusion through the membrane (Fig. 3B) and in multisalt solutions is
diffusion through the water-membrane interface or reacting with
IDA groups (Fig. 3D and fig. S20). Mechanistic understanding of
competitive binding supports this claim: In multisalt solutions, a
weaker binding species (Co2+) is less likely to compete for IDA sites
at the water-membrane interface, which considerably hinders its
transport rate.
DISCUSSION
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Membrane fabrication
PDCMAA was synthesized and characterized as described in section S1.2 (25, 27). Polyelectrolyte films were formed on AAO
substrates with 20- to 30-nm pore size via dip coating. Before fabrication, polymer deposition solutions were prepared with 0.01 M
polymer (calculated with respect to the repeating unit) and 0.5 M
background ionic strength (NaCl). We note that polymer concentrations are likely overestimated because of adsorbed Na+ and water
to the PDCMAA. Polymer solutions were adjusted to pH 3.0 to protonate PAH (pKa ≈ 9.3) and partially protonate carboxylate groups
of PDCMAA (pKa ≈ 1.8, 2.6) (28, 32). The solution ionic strength
and low charge density of PDCMAA impart the membrane with
high metal binding capacity, which may be attributed to the film
thickness and fewer ionic bonds between IDA groups of PDCMAA
and amino groups of PAH (21, 25).
During layer-by-layer assembly, an AAO substrate was sandwiched between rubber gaskets. The gaskets were then secured
between a glass plate and a hollow, polytetrafluoroethylene frame
using metal clips. One side of the pristine AAO substrate was then
immersed and shaken (60 rpm) in polyanion (PDCMAA) solution
for 5 min, followed by continuously rinsing with deionized (DI)
water for 1 min. Subsequently, membranes were immersed and
shaken (60 rpm) in polycation (PAH) solution for 5 min and rinsed
for 1 min with DI water to remove any loosely adsorbed polymer.
This process produced one polyelectrolyte bilayer and was repeated
to produce (PDCMAA/PAH)n films of n bilayers (n = 2.5 to 11.5).
Last, membranes were thoroughly rinsed and stored in DI water
until use.
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Most attempts to introduce coordination chemistry into polymeric
membranes have yet to significantly improve selectivity between ions
of similar size and charge. Our work demonstrates two methods for
increasing selectivity for a specific ion: (i) increasing the binding
energy of the target ion relative to an interfering species and (ii) reducing membrane thickness. Specifically, we show that competitive
binding effects can significantly hinder weaker binding species from
partitioning into the membrane, which produces selectivity that
is strongly determined by membrane thickness. The slope of the
thickness-selectivity relationship is likely contingent upon membrane-
specific properties or, more explicitly, the solubility of the weaker
binding species and the diffusivity of the strong binding species in
the membrane. For the polyelectrolyte multilayer membranes
studied here, we show that reducing membrane thickness from
20 m to 1 nm increases the projected Cu2+/Co2+ selectivity from
less than 5 to more than 30.
While we expect that the conceptual findings translate to other
membrane chemistries, there are some notable exceptions to when
these methods may be effectively applied. For example, membranes
that irreversibly bind target species are unlikely to exhibit selectivity
for that species, perhaps unless an external driving force is applied
to overcome the desorption energy barrier. Moreover, membranes
with low sorption selectivity, which are specifically unable to substantially hinder a weaker binding species from entering the membrane, will not have improved selectivity with smaller thicknesses
when the rate-determining transport step of a weaker binding species is diffusion through the membrane. Reducing sorption of
weaker binding species may require increasing membrane binding
strength for the target ion, decreasing pore size, or increasing binding
site density of the membrane. Some of these factors may explain why,
to our knowledge, there are no reports of conventional ion-exchange
membranes with selectivity that is strongly dependent upon thickness,
although this may be the subject of future investigation.
Tailoring ion-polymer interactions and membrane thickness
could facilitate separations that were previously considered unfeasible
for polymeric materials. If highly selective membranes could be

incorporated into a high-throughput process (e.g., electrodialysis or
nanofiltration), targeted removal and recovery of valuable metals
from concentrated sources with polymeric membranes may become
conceivable. Such a membrane process would continuously remove
target species without any requirement for chemical regeneration,
which provides a noteworthy advantage over adsorption processes.
A limitation, however, is that a pre- or postseparation step would be
necessary to isolate divalent cations from monovalent cations, as
membranes with coordination chemistry are unlikely to adequately
reject small, monovalent species while removing divalent species.
Fabrication techniques are also needed to form ultrathin polymer
membranes with superior stability and robustness than ionically
cross-linked polymer multilayers on AAO substrates. Thin-film
deposition techniques like atomic or molecular layer deposition may
provide the molecular-level control necessary to create supported
films of a desired thickness and chemistry (44, 45). Alternatively,
functionalizing only the membrane surface with binding sites could
enhance partitioning selectivity without markedly hindering diffusion (35). Porous nanomaterials, such as carbon nanotubes and
covalent organic frameworks, with functionalized pore entrances
may satisfy these criteria (46, 47), although fabricating a defect-free
membrane with these materials presents an additional challenge.
Ideally, a successful fabrication technique would provide access to a
range of membrane chemistries that would open applicability to
other commercially relevant separations. Lithium recovery from
brines, uranium recovery from seawater, and nitrate from wastewater are among the separations that could be possible with highly
selective membranes.
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Membrane thickness characterization
Profilometry was performed using a DektakXT stylus profilometer
(Bruker) to analyze dry film thickness on silicon wafers. Before
polymer deposition, substrates were cleaned for 10 min in an
ultraviolet/ozone cleaner (BioForce Nanosciences ProCleaner Plus),
rinsed with water, dried with N2 gas, and stored in ambient air. Wafer
surfaces were first coated with a monolayer of amine precursor by
immersion in 5 mM cystamine dihydrochloride for 1 hour (48). After
rinsing with water, polyelectrolyte multilayers were fabricated on
silicon wafers with otherwise identical methods as described for
AAO supports. Samples were dried overnight in ambient air and then
carefully sliced with a metal needle without damaging the wafer.
Profilometry was then used to measure dry film thickness (d)
with a tip radius of 12.5 m, a stylus force of 5 mg, and a scanning
time of 15 s. A stylus scan range of 65.5 m was used for films less
than 500 nm (z resolution ≈ 1 nm), and a stylus scan range of 524 m
was used for films greater than 500 nm (z resolution ≈ 8 nm). Step
heights were calculated by averaging the film thickness over a >250-m
bandwidth perpendicular to the edge of the polymer film. Step
heights were measured at four randomly selected positions along the
film edge. Additional membrane characterization is described in
section S1.3.

	∆ E = E c,f − E f − Ec  	

(1)

where E is the zero-point vibrational energy-corrected electronic
total energy of each system,∆E is the total interaction energy, Ec,f is
the energy of the ion-functional group complex, Ef is the energy of
the isolated functional group, and Ec is the energy of the isolated
ion. The interaction energy between an ion-functional group complex and an unbound second ion was calculated as
∆ E = E c 2,c 1,f  − E c 1,f  − E c 2	

(2)

where Ec2,c1,f is the energy of the unbound second ion and the
ion-functional group complex together, Ec1,f is the energy of the
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Diffusion cell measurements
A custom-made diffusion cell with two 60-ml chambers and a water
jacket was used for membrane performance testing. A membrane
(1.77 cm2) was mounted between the two chambers with its active
layer side toward the feed solution. The water jacket was maintained
at 25° ± 0.1°C with a cooling/heating recirculator (Cole Palmer
Polystat) to control internal solution temperature. Approximately
15 min was given for the cooling/heating recirculator to stabilize the
diffusion cell temperature before testing. Feed solutions contained
0.01 or 0.1 M of one or more salts (CuCl2, NiCl2, ZnCl2, CoCl2, or
MgCl2), and the receiving solution contained DI water, unless otherwise specified. Feed solutions were adjusted to pH 3.6 using HCl to
avoid hydrolysis of metals. When additional pH adjustments were
necessary, we adjusted both the feed and receiving compartment
pH using HCl so that Cl− concentration differences and osmotic
pressures were equal across experiments. Each chamber was continuously stirred with a stir bar.
The change in feed volume (∆V) was monitored using a calibrated
syringe to calculate reverse water flux (Jw) using
∆V
─	
Jw   = 
A∆t

(3)

where A is the membrane area (1.77 cm2) and ∆t is the permeation
time (hours). Over the testing period, the concentration change in
the receiving compartment was negligible compared to the feed
concentration such that the concentration difference remained
approximately constant. Every 1 hour for a total of 7 hours, 0.5 ml
from the receiving chamber was taken and diluted 10-fold with
1% (v/v) HNO3. Diluted samples were analyzed using ICP-MS
(ELAN DRC-e, Perkin Elmer) to quantify concentrations of Cu2+,
Ni2+, Zn2+, Co2+, and Mg2+. Membrane cation flux (Jc) was then
calculated via
Cr  (Vr    − ∆V)
Jc   = ─
	
A∆t

(4)

where Cr is the solute concentration in the receiving chamber (mol
liter−1) and Vr is the initial volume of the receiving chamber (liters).
Cation flux was calculated for single-salt solutions (Jc,s) and multisalt solutions (Jc,m). Cation and water fluxes were consistent over the
duration of experiments, suggesting negligible change in the driving
force. Membrane selectivity, S, for the transport of one cation, i, over
another cation, j, was calculated using
J i  / J j
	
S = ─	
C i  / C j

(5)
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DFT simulations
DFT calculations were performed using Gaussian 16 package (49)
to determine binding energies of a set of ions (Cu2+, Ni2+, Zn2+, Co2+,
and Mg2+) to IDA and amine functional groups, which were modeled
as one monomer of dicarboxymethyl allylamine (negatively charged)
and allylamine (neutral), respectively. These models assume that
one monomer binds to one metal ion, although two monomers
could bind with a metal ion and increase binding strength (28). The
nitrogen atom and carboxylate groups in dicarboxymethyl allylamine
were assumed to be protonated and deprotonated, respectively, based
on the pH of the experimental feed solution (pH 3.6). Protonation
of the nitrogen atom of dicarboxymethyl allylamine was examined
via DFT calculations when Cu2+ is bound to IDA, using methods
described below. The H+ binding energy to the nitrogen atom
was −129 kcal mol−1, which confirms protonation after complexation
of Cu2+ (or other weakly bound cations) with IDA. The H+ binding
energy was computed to be −199 kcal mol −1 in the absence of
divalent cations.
Geometry optimizations using the Berny algorithm were performed for each functional group and ion-functional group complex
to determine the most favorable binding configuration (50). The
binding/interaction energy between each cation, c, and a functional
group, f, was then computed as

ion-functional group complex, and Ec2 is the energy of the unbound
second ion. Calculations were performed in vacuum or implicit water
solvent using the conductor-like polarizable continuum model to
account for the presence of surrounding water molecules (51, 52).
The B3LYP functional with a mixed basis set was used to perform
the DFT calculations. The aug-pc-1 basis set was used for Cu2+, Ni2+,
Zn2+, and Co2+ ions, and the 6-31+G* basis set was used for all other
atoms. These results were compared with using the LANL2DZ
basis set for Cu2+, Ni2+, Zn2+, and Co2+ species, which yielded similar results but with a slight dissimilarity for Zn2+ from the well-
established Irving-Williams order and literature binding constants
(fig. S21) (28, 31, 53).
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Binding capacity determination
Membrane binding capacity was determined for silicon wafers
modified with cystamine dihydrochloride and (PDCMAA/PAH)7.5
films using fabrication procedures described above. Larger film thicknesses (7.5 bilayers) were used to ensure detectable amounts of metals
eluted from the membranes. Membranes were immersed for 14 days
in 2 ml of 1 mM CuCl2, NiCl2, ZnCl2, CoCl2, or MgCl2 (adjusted to
pH 3.6 with HCl) at room temperature. Sorption solutions were
exchanged multiple times because metal binding displaces protons
from the film and slightly lowers solution pH. After rinsing with DI
water for 1 min, metal ions were eluted by submerging the membrane in 10 ml of 20 mM EDTA (adjusted to pH 7.0 using NaOH),
which has a much higher binding constant for metal ions than IDA
(28). The amount of EDTA relative to IDA groups should have ensured uptake of all metal ions from the polymer film (25). After
7 days, a 0.5-ml aliquot was removed and diluted 10-fold with
1% (v/v) HNO3. The metal concentration was determined using
ICP-MS. The areal and volumetric binding capacity of the membrane,
[M2+]A and [M2+]V, were quantified using
V  
	[M  2+]  A  = C e(─
  e )
 	
A

(6)

V  
	[M  2+]  V  = C e(─
  e  )	
A  d

(7)

where Ce is the measured concentration of the desorption solution
(mol liter−1), Ve is the volume of the desorption solution (liters),
and A is the projected surface area of the film (1.77 cm2). Binding
DuChanois et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabm9436 (2022)
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capacity of the (PDCMAA/PAH)7.5 films was calculated by subtracting the binding capacity of control wafers that were modified with
only cystamine dihydrochloride. If we assume that the (PDCMAA/
PAH)7.5 films have a density of 1 g cm−3, contain 53% PDCMAA
(47% PAH), and bind one metal ion per IDA group, the maximum areal
binding capacity of the film is approximately 130 × 10−9 mol cm−2.
These films slightly swell in water (~10%) such that measured volumetric binding capacity may be overestimated (25).
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
sciadv.abm9436
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where Ji is the flux of component i (mol cm−2 min−1) and Ci is the
concentration of component i in the feed solution (mol liter−1).
Membrane selectivity was calculated when species were in independent single-salt feed solutions, referred to as single-salt selectivity
(Ss), and when species were in the same feed solution, referred to as
multisalt selectivity (Sm). The uncertainties in Jc,m/Jc,s, Ss, Sm, and
Sm/Ss were determined with standard propagation of uncertainty
methods. Error bars represent SDs from three fabricated membranes.
For testing membranes of different thicknesses, the receiving
chamber contained sucrose (342.3 g mol−1) to balance the osmolarity
in the feed and receiving chambers. Osmotic pressures were calculated using the van ’t Hoff equation, which takes osmotic coefficients
into account (54). The receiving solution contained 0.251 and 0.495 M
sucrose in the single- and multisalt experiments, respectively. The
sucrose receiving solution may have also altered membrane properties compared to DI water, but we assume these changes to be similar
for polymer films of different thickness. Permeabilities were calculated with respect to dry film thickness, which may have led to
slightly underestimated values because these films slightly swell in
water (~10%) (25).
To ensure that little to no sucrose crossover occurred, we performed diffusion experiments with DI water in the feed chamber
and 0.495 M sucrose in the receiving chamber. We collected 0.5-ml
feed samples every 1 hour for a total of 7 hours while testing a
(PDCMAA/PAH)2.5 membrane. Samples were diluted 30-fold, and
the sucrose concentration was measured using a total organic carbon
analyzer (TOC-VCSH, Shimadzu). For three independent experiments, we did not detect any sucrose in the feed compartment
(<1 mg liter−1) over the experimental duration, indicating that
sucrose was mostly retained in the receiving compartment (fig. S22).
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